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Tiltmeter
・Tiltmeter = sensors for tilt motion

・Many types of tilt meter

๏ Direct


‣Mechanical


‣ Liquid


‣ Gyroscope


‣ etc…

๏ Indirect


‣ Subtraction of signals of vertical motions
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Tilt-to-Translation Coupling

・Coupling ∝ f-2 → for low frequency this effect is terrible


・ In principle, all inertial sensors suffers from this coupling under 
earth gravity!


・How to reduce (or avoid) this coupling?


‣Measure tilt motion to subtract this effect
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<latexit sha1_base64="G57FPnTouogQ0tX0TUZuGvrT3Bk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G57FPnTouogQ0tX0TUZuGvrT3Bk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G57FPnTouogQ0tX0TUZuGvrT3Bk=">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</latexit>

M ‹x = Mg✓
<latexit sha1_base64="AnUWTTTVIkId7IrhoDKGQrxM5Gc=">AAACs3ichVHLSsNQED3GV33XuhHciEVxIWUiiiIIohs3gq+q0EpJ0msN5kVyW6vFH/AHXAiCgqj4GSL4Ay78BHGp4MaF0zQoKuqEZM49d87cczO6Z5mBJHqoU+obGpuaYy2tbe0dnV3x7sRa4BZ9Q6QN13L9DV0LhGU6Ii1NaYkNzxearVtiXd+Zq+6vl4QfmK6zKvc8sWlrBcfcMg1NMpWLJxay+bwrK+WD6YVCVm4LqeXiSUpRGP0/gRqBJKJYdOO3yCIPFwaKsCHgQDK2oCHgJwMVBI+5TVSY8xmZ4b7AAVpZW+QqwRUaszv8LfAqE7EOr6s9g1Bt8CkWvz4r+zFI93RFz3RH1/RIb7/2qoQ9ql72OOs1rfByXYe9K6//qmzOEtufqj89S2xhMvRqsncvZKq3MGr60v7R88rU8mBliM7oif2f0gPd8A2c0otxviSWj//wI1Hm7m74fwOMcBbYDdkPjzw89fuofoK10ZRKKXVpLDkzG40xhj4MYJhnNYEZzGMRaT67jBNc4FIZVzKKruRrpUpdpOnBl1Dsd8oZnlw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AnUWTTTVIkId7IrhoDKGQrxM5Gc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AnUWTTTVIkId7IrhoDKGQrxM5Gc=">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</latexit>

✓
<latexit sha1_base64="tRmnh3+vFcDgj6l2ighlU0ulQ1c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tRmnh3+vFcDgj6l2ighlU0ulQ1c=">AAACpXichVHLSsNQED2N7/qquhHciKXqQspEBMVV0Y0bwUdfUKUk8arRNAnJbX0Uf8CVO1FXCi7EzxDBH3DhJ4hLBTcunKZBUVEnJHPuuXPmnpvRXcv0JdFDRGlobGpuaW2Ltnd0dnXHenqzvlP2DJExHMvx8rrmC8u0RUaa0hJ51xNaSbdETt+ere3nKsLzTcdOyz1XrJa0DdtcNw1NMpVdkZtCasVYnJIUxOBPoIYgjjAWnNgtVrAGBwbKKEHAhmRsQYPPTwEqCC5zq6gy5zEyg32BA0RZW+YqwRUas9v83eBVIWRtXtd6+oHa4FMsfj1WDiJB93RFz3RH1/RIb7/2qgY9al72OOt1rXCL3Yf9y6//qkqcJTY/VX96lljHVODVZO9uwNRuYdT1lf3j5+XppUR1mC7oif2f0wPd8A3syotxuSiWzv7wI7HL3Z3g//oY4yywE7AfHnl46vdR/QTZ8aRKSXVxIp6aCcfYigEMYZRnNYkU5rCADJ+9hSOc4FQZUeaVtJKtlyqRUNOHL6EU3wG8NZj+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tRmnh3+vFcDgj6l2ighlU0ulQ1c=">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</latexit>

Mg
<latexit sha1_base64="33s/UabRPdXLhdaJJaQcXa8TCQc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="33s/UabRPdXLhdaJJaQcXa8TCQc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="33s/UabRPdXLhdaJJaQcXa8TCQc=">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</latexit>

Mg✓
<latexit sha1_base64="j4wZ8RvGY6omxR0oNj5SuCazlwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j4wZ8RvGY6omxR0oNj5SuCazlwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j4wZ8RvGY6omxR0oNj5SuCazlwU=">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</latexit>

x̃ = � g

!2 ✓̃
<latexit sha1_base64="AxTwUhgwBIZrJecZv6wA81nbIZI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AxTwUhgwBIZrJecZv6wA81nbIZI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AxTwUhgwBIZrJecZv6wA81nbIZI=">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</latexit>
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Lock Loss during O1

Lock Loss by Seismic Tilt Noise

5

� Earthquakes, High Wind and High Microseism caused significant down-time in 
the first Observation run of aLIGO.  

� All are primarily related to the problem of tilt-horizontal coupling producing too 
much ISI motion. 

24 

Source: B. Lantz T1500610 

Solution: Inertial rotation-sensors, Tilt-free seismometers or ring-laser 
gyroscopes… 

Source: DetChar Summary Pages 

LHO Operator Time accounting in 
O1 

Venkateswara, LIGO-G1701922

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1701922
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Tilt Contribution wrt Wind Speed

6

DCC number P1800038 7
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Figure 5. ASD of the modeled ground translation, along with low and high tilt
models converted to translation units. Also shown are translational sensor noise
models for the CPS, T240, and BRS.
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Figure 6. ASD of modeled low and high ground tilt along with tilt sensor noise
models for the CPS, T240, and BRS.

Tilt effects 
with high speed

Tilt effects 
with low speed × 30

Venkateswara, LIGO-P1800038

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800038
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Motion Control at Low Frequency
Widen observation band of detectors lower (e.g. below 5Hz)


‣ At low frequency many noises are coupled (linearly or non-
linearly) to mirrors’ motion

7

The problem 

Dooley, P1100125 

F. Matichard et al, P1400061 

𝑚 

𝑔 

𝜃0 

𝑚 

𝑥0 

𝛿0 
𝛿0 

(a) (b) 

1. Angular control is a limiting 
noise source 

4. … due in part to tilt-to-
translation coupling in 
seismometers 

Main (test) 
Chain 

Reaction 
Chain 

2. Coupling 
mechanisms, 
including suspension 
coupling from length 
drive to angle, and  
back to DARM 

Driggers, 
G1500001 

3. The length drive is 
necessary because the 
isolation tables aren’t 
perfectly quiet… 

5. To reduce tilt-to translation coupling 
we have to measure tilt with high 
sensitivity

Mow-Lowry, LIGO-G1801755

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1801755
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Seismic Newtonian Noise

Newtonian Noise

21

• Direct gravitational force from changing 
mass distribution near the test mass.

• Seismic Newtonian Noise from Surface 
Waves likely dominant source.

• Surface waves are of two types: Rayleigh and 
Love waves.

force No net force

・Seismic Newtonian noise is caused mainly by seismic waves

๏ Surface waves


‣ Rayleigh wave


‣ Love wave

๏ Body waves


‣ P-wave


‣ S-wave


・For surface detectors like aLIGO and adVirgo, dominant source is 
Rayleigh wave (How about KAGRA?)

8

Chapter 7 Terrestrial Gravitational Forces

P wave

S wave

Love wave

Rayleigh wave

expansions
compressions

undisturbed
medium

wavelength

Figure 7.1: Visualisations of different types of seismic waves. Cubes are used to represent units
of earth to show particle motion under the influence of each type of wave. The body waves are
shown on the left, while the surface waves are shown on the right. The direction of the wave is
indicated by the red arrow. This figure was adapted from [101].

surface displacement they generally do not result in significant destruction. The velocity
of the P waves, ↵, is given by

↵ =

s
�L + 2µL

⇢
, (7.3)

where ⇢ is the ground density, µL is the shear modulus and �L is the Lamé parameter [100].

S waves are shear waves that cause ground motion perpendicular to the direction of wave
propagation. Unlike pressure waves, S waves can only travel through solid layers of the
Earth. The speed of S waves, �, is given by

� =

r
µL

⇢
. (7.4)

Figure 7.1 visualises the effect of different types of seismic waves on a set of ground
particles represented as blocks.

While all seismic waves contribute to seismic Newtonian noise, the dominant contributions
for detectors located on the Earth’s surface are from surface waves. In particular, Rayleigh
waves produce the largest Newtonian noise contribution for test masses on the Earth’s
surface [10, 99].

Calculations of Seismic Newtonian Noise

Suppose we have a seismic displacement field given by ⇠(~r, t), where the displaced ground
mass has a density profile given by the density function ⇢(~r). The density change at a

87

McManus, Ph.D thesis

Venkateswara, LIGO-G1600451

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1900165
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1600451
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NN Estimation with Tiltmeter
・Tiltmeter can see those waves which tilt the ground (Rayleigh, S)


・ If measured wave is Rayleigh wave-dominant…

9

Rayleigh wave

h(t) Tiltmeter

Newtonian Noise Ground Tilt

Coherence!

Chapter 7 Terrestrial Gravitational Forces
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Figure 7.1: Visualisations of different types of seismic waves. Cubes are used to represent units
of earth to show particle motion under the influence of each type of wave. The body waves are
shown on the left, while the surface waves are shown on the right. The direction of the wave is
indicated by the red arrow. This figure was adapted from [101].

surface displacement they generally do not result in significant destruction. The velocity
of the P waves, ↵, is given by

↵ =

s
�L + 2µL

⇢
, (7.3)

where ⇢ is the ground density, µL is the shear modulus and �L is the Lamé parameter [100].

S waves are shear waves that cause ground motion perpendicular to the direction of wave
propagation. Unlike pressure waves, S waves can only travel through solid layers of the
Earth. The speed of S waves, �, is given by

� =

r
µL

⇢
. (7.4)

Figure 7.1 visualises the effect of different types of seismic waves on a set of ground
particles represented as blocks.

While all seismic waves contribute to seismic Newtonian noise, the dominant contributions
for detectors located on the Earth’s surface are from surface waves. In particular, Rayleigh
waves produce the largest Newtonian noise contribution for test masses on the Earth’s
surface [10, 99].

Calculations of Seismic Newtonian Noise

Suppose we have a seismic displacement field given by ⇠(~r, t), where the displaced ground
mass has a density profile given by the density function ⇢(~r). The density change at a

87
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Tiltmeter in the World

10

LIGO-G09xxxxx-v1

Form F0900041-v1

Beam Rotation Sensors

4

Beam Rotation Sensor

LHO
LLOHow it is and how it will be

14

Professional Precision Laser Inclinometer (Stage 2)

May 2018

4/22

NEW TRENDS IN HIGH-ENRGY PHYSICS  2018

Virgo

Virgo-NA Tiltmeter

Precision Laser Inclinometer

4 | 13Joshua.mccann@research.uwa.edu.au

Overview: Conceptual design

FlexureReadout: Walk-off sensor

Aluminium 
bar with 
2kg brass 
ends

Soft supports

Gingin

Advanced Low Frequency

Rotational Accelerometer 
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Beam Rotation Sensor (BRS)
・Developed by Eöt-Wash group in University of Washington

・6 BRSs was installed in aLIGO


‣ LLO: End X, End Y


‣ LHO: Input X, Input Y, End X, End Y

11

isolation in Advanced LIGO (Aasi et al., 2015) is described
in Lantz et al. (2009).

Discussion of Other Tiltmeters

In the last three decades, several sensitive rotation sen-
sors have been proposed or built (for a review of the field, see
Matichard and Evans, 2015). Speake and Newell (1990) de-
veloped a tiltmeter based on a dumbbell suspended by
crossed flexures near its center of mass (COM), establishing
limits of 1 nrad=

!!!!!!!!!!
!Hz"

p
between 3 and 10 Hz. Winterflood

et al. (2000) developed a tilt sensor composed of a bar sus-
pended by a metallic glass flexure with a shadow sensor
readout with a reported sensitivity of 0:2 nrad=

!!!!!!!!!!
!Hz"

p
above

1 Hz. More recently, Dergachev et al. (2014) and O’Toole
et al. (2014) developed a tilt sensor consisting of a beam bal-
ance suspended by two knife edges and an air-core linear
variable differential transformer (LVDT) readout. They report
a tilt sensitivity of 5:7 nrad=

!!!!!!!!!!
!Hz"

p
sensitivity at 10 mHz and

0:64 nrad=
!!!!!!!!!!
!Hz"

p
above 100 mHz.

Vertically oriented ring laser gyroscopes can also be very
sensitive tiltmeters (Schreiber and Wells, 2013; Korth et al.,
2016). Belfi et al. (2012) report on a 1:82-m2 ring laser gyro
with sensitivity of 3 nrad=

!!!!!!!!!!
!Hz"

p
at 100 mHz and better than

0:1 nrad=
!!!!!!!!!!
!Hz"

p
above 3 Hz.

Description of the Instruments

The BRS consists of a 0.86-m beam balance, suspended
by two beryllium–copper flexures. Its angle is measured with
respect to a reference mirror using a differential autocollima-
tor described in Arp et al. (2013) and based on a design by
Cowsik et al. (2007). The reference mirror is a beam splitter
mounted rigidly with respect to the ground and in the same
optical path as the target mirror on the beam balance. Mea-
surement of the beam balance angle relative to the reference
mirror allows for subtraction of any common-mode noise, such
as thermal drift of the autocollimator body. As suspended, the
resonant frequency of the beam balance is 8.79 mHz, moment
of inertia of 0:59 kg·m2, and the mechanical quality factor is
4:8 × 103. It is placed in a vacuum vessel that is pumped down
to pressures of less than 10−4 Pa by an ion pump.

A detailed discussion of the tilt and acceleration sensi-
tivity of a beam balance, such as the BRS, is given in Ven-
kateswara et al. (2014). A schematic of the BRS with
relevant angles is shown in Figure 1. When the ground tilts
at frequencies above the BRS resonance frequency, the bal-
ance tends to stay fixed with respect to the inertial frame,
thus the autocollimator measures the ground rotation with
respect to the inertial frame (inertial tilt). If the COM of the
balance is located at the pivot/suspension point, then ground
acceleration applies no torque on the balance. Detailed dis-
cussion of the dynamics is given in Appendix A. Appendix B
describes a measurement of the translational sensitivity of
such a device.

The suspension frame of the beam balance is firmly
clamped to the base of a vacuum vessel, which in turn was
secured to a 2.5-cm-thick and 0.9 m by 0.6 m aluminum
plate. The three feet of this plate rest on the concrete floor
of the X-End station of the LIGO Hanford Observatory. The
foundation is ∼0:8 m thick. Small rubber shims, roughly
3 mm thick, were placed under the feet of the BRS plate to
isolate it from any high-frequency vibration. The entire ap-
paratus, including the baseplate, is enclosed in a 5-cm-thick
rigid foam enclosure that provides passive thermal insulation
and shielding from air flows. The hall is temperature con-
trolled to roughly # 0:5°C.

The seismometer used for this study was a Nanometrics
Trillium 240 broadband sensor. It was located about 1 m
away from the center of the BRS. It also has three feet that
rest on the same floor and has a separate thermal enclosure.

A cup anemometer (part of a Davis Weather Station-II),
mounted to the roof of the End-station, is used to record wind
speed and direction.

Data at High Wind Speeds

Figure 2 shows the amplitude spectral density (ASD) of
data taken with the BRS during a windy period. The data
were taken for 5000 s on 16 May 2015 from 3:20 to 4:43
UTC for the ASD, which was calculated using the periodo-
gram method and averaged over five frequency bins. Figure 3
shows the wind speed, the BRS tilt output, the T240 velocity
output, and the tilt-corrected velocity as a function of time.
The last three signals were high-passed using a 10-mHz,
fourth-order Butterworth filter to suppress lower frequency
content. The wind speeds were roughly between 10 and
15 m=s. The tilt-subtraction procedure is described below.

A

P

G

Figure 1. Schematic of the beam balance. θp is the angle of the
ground with respect to a local inertial frame, θi is the angle of the
beam balance with respect to the inertial frame, and θa $ θi − θp is
the angle measured by the autocollimator. The color version of this
figure is available only in the electronic edition.

710 K Venkateswara et al

Measure ground tilt by measuring 
differential angle btw the floor and 
low frequency beam balance


‣ Resonant frequency: 3-8 mHz


‣ Tilt Measurement: Autocollimator

Venkateswara et al., 

Bull. Seismol. Soc. Am., 107, no. 2, 709–717

LIGO-G09xxxxx-v1

Form F0900041-v1

Beam Rotation Sensors

4

Beam:
» 1-m long
» 4.5 kg 
» 10-15 μm

thick 
flexure

Stiff in all 
DOF except 
for tilt
D1800045

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1401.4412.pdf

Beam Mirror

Flexures

LIGO-G09xxxxx-v1

Form F0900041-v1

Thank You

Krishna Venkateswara, Arnaud Pele, Hugh Radkins, Jim 
Warner, Jeff Kissel, Conor Mow-Lowry, Sam Cooper
Charlie Hagedorn, Jens Gundlach, the Eöt-Wash Group
CENPA and UW Physics Machinists
Everyone at LHO and LLO

15

LIGO-G1801085

https://pubs.geoscienceworld.org/ssa/bssa/article-abstract/107/2/709/354179
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1801085
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Beam Rotation Sensor (BRS)

12LIGO-G09xxxxx-v1

Form F0900041-v1

Beam Rotation Sensors

4

Flexure

10-15µm width

Made of CuBe

Beam

1m, 4.5 kg BRS at End X of LHO

BRS-2 Assembly pictures

26

Assembled beam and weights

Flexures Integrated with vacuum 
chamber

BRS-2 Assembly pictures

26

Assembled beam and weights

Flexures Integrated with vacuum 
chamber

BRS Concept

15

Principle:

• Ground tilt is measured by measuring angle

between ground and low frequency beam

balance.

• Horizontal acceleration can be rejected by

locating center of mass at the pivot.

Autocollimator

Venkateswara, Krishna, et al. "A high-precision mechanical 

absolute-rotation sensor." Review of Scientific Instruments 

85.1 (2014): 015005.
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Autocollimator

13

095007-2 Arp et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 84, 095007 (2013)

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of autocollimator designs. (a) Standard autocol-
limator; (b) standard multi-slit autocollimator. Additional sources shown as
blue and green rays. (c) Eöt-Wash multi-slit autocollimator. Reflection from
reference mirror shown. (d) Eöt-Wash multi-slit autocollimator. Reflection
from target mirror shown.

and higher quality fiber-coupled light sources. Further, the
condensing lens ensures a uniform pattern on the CCD by
redirecting all the light from each uniformly illuminated slit
onto the CCD.10 The source-to-slit distance is set such that
the source is imaged onto the target mirror. As in the work
of Jones et al. this enforces a symmetry between the source

and detector optical paths.5 To first order, this symmetry is
not required due to the autocollimating property of the ob-
jective lens, but symmetric alignment yields maximum image
intensity and further suppresses aberration.

B. Reference mirror

Our second optical addition to the MSA design is a par-
tially silvered mirror in front of the target mirror which acts
as a reference. Another reference beam angle sensor arrange-
ment was recently reported by Li et al.11 The reference mirror
returns 40% of the beam through the optics, and defines an
angular position against which the target mirror can be com-
pared. The rest of the beam goes through the reference mirror
and is reflected by the target mirror. Two images of the slits
form on the CCD, the first reflected from the reference and the
second from the target mirror. The displacement between the
two patterns measures the angle between the reference mirror
and the target mirror. This differential measurement removes
noise that is common-mode to both the target and reference
mirrors and makes most potential noise sources associated
with the autocollimator itself second-order. For example, the
effects of thermal expansion of the autocollimator body, inten-
sity drift, and vibration are all reduced by using the reference
mirror. The light returning from the target mirror is attenu-
ated twice by the reference beamsplitter, therefore a 60T-40R
mirror is used to match the intensity of the light from the ref-
erence mirror and the target mirror at the detector (the optimal
ratio is 0.618T-0.382R). Some reflected light from the target
mirror is reflected again on the trip back through the reference
mirror. This reflects off the target mirror again and is at twice
the angle with respect to the reference and is therefore either
distinct from the target pattern or off the CCD.

C. Thermal considerations

For millihertz stability the autocollimator body was made
from thick aluminum, giving it long thermal time constants
and high thermal conductivity. Remaining effects of thermal
gradients over the body of the autocollimator, while sup-
pressed to first order by the differential measurement, could
introduce low frequency noise due to asymmetric thermal ex-
pansion. Therefore, the autocollimator is designed to have no
internal heat sources except for the CCD chip; all of the CCD
readout electronics are thermally separated from the autocol-
limator body and light is brought in through an optical fiber.

The reference beam suppresses many common-mode ef-
fects. However, at least two effects are not canceled by the ref-
erence beam: the thermal expansion of the CCD and the effect
of variations in the wavelength of the light source. Thermal
expansion of the linear CCD causes a false change in angle as
the silicon CCD chip expands but the patterns remain in the
same position. In the worst case, a temperature variation of
0.1 K would result in a false change in angle of 8 nrad. There-
fore, the CCD is heat-sunk to the body of the autocollimator
to push the CCD’s thermal time constant into the millihertz.
Chromatic aberrations in the lenses can create a sensitivity to
variations in the wavelength of the light source which is not

095007-3 Arp et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 84, 095007 (2013)
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FIG. 2. Cross sectional view of our multi-slit autocollimator. The device
measures the angle between the reference mirror and target mirror about the
vertical axis. The autocollimator body is to scale.

canceled by the reference. Therefore, the light-emitting diode
(LED) light source is heat-sunk to a large insulated thermal
mass to give it a thermal time constant >5000 s.

III. DEVICE IMPLEMENTATION

Our multi-slit autocollimator (see Figures 2 and 3) is built
from extruded 6061-T651 Aluminum for stability and vac-
uum compatibility. To avoid laser speckle we use a 660 nm
Superbright LED (ThorLabs: M660F1) as a light source, cou-
pled into a multimode optical fiber with a 400 µm core di-
ameter and 0.38 NA (ThorLabs: M28L02). We use an array
of 38 slits, with a missing peak in the center, made using a
chrome photomask on quartz glass [see Figure 4]. Each slit is
145 µm wide and the spacing between the slits is 145 µm. All
optics, except for the photomask, are anti-reflection coated to
reduce reflections which might interfere with the final image.
A beamstop made from stacked razor blades is installed op-
posite the light source to absorb light transmitted through the
50-50 beamsplitter.12 Fixed target noise tests were done with
the reference and target mirrors held against a 1.2 cm thick
solid square Invar frame that inclines the target mirror by 1◦

with respect to the reference mirror.

FIG. 3. The multi-slit autocollimator, during in-air noise runs. Foam shield-
ing, used to stabilize temperature and eliminate air currents, removed for
picture.

FIG. 4. The array of slits used in the autocollimator.

For autocollimation, the slits are positioned such that the
path length from the slits to the collimating lens is one focal
length. Similarly, the CCD is positioned at one focal length
from the collimating lens; the CCD holder was shimmed for
small position adjustments. The autocollimator is read out
with a Mightex TCN-1209-U line camera modified to sepa-
rate the CCD from the readout electronics. The camera uses
a 28.6 mm long Toshiba 1209DG 12-bit linear CCD with
2048 14 µm square pixels operated at a rate of 3300 frames/s.
A high frame rate allows for differential subtraction of
common-mode high-frequency noise and prevents aliasing.

IV. IMAGE PROCESSING

The patterns reflected from the reference and target mir-
rors are imaged onto the linear CCD and used to read out the
autocollimator. The patterns are images of the array of slits
[see Figure 5]. The technique used in the MSA reported by
Cowsik et al. and early versions of our software was to find
the centroid of each peak and average the centroid locations
to calculate the position of each pattern.4 This method has the
advantage of being simple and works well for many appli-
cations, however, there are disadvantages for high sensitivity
and low frequency measurements. The CCD pixels were mea-
sured to be both nonlinear and noisy at low intensity. A cen-
troid algorithm weights all pixels equally, therefore, increased
noise in the low intensity pixels obscures the better sensitiv-
ity available from the higher intensity pixels. In addition, our
centroid algorithm used thresholds to identify peaks and was
therefore sensitive to the particular choices of threshold val-
ues and to intensity fluctuations that cause pixels to cross the
threshold, introducing low frequency noise. We developed a
new data processing algorithm to reduce these effects. Our al-
gorithm identifies peaks by finding local maxima and fits each
peak with a Gaussian function [see Figure 6]. This algorithm
takes the logarithm of each peak and fits a quadratic function
with weighted ordinary least squares.

We perform this fit using a custom variation of the or-
dinary least squares routine from the GNU Scientific Library
(function name: gsl_multifit_wlinear) which we op-
timized for speed to give a single peak fit rate faster than
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canceled by the reference. Therefore, the light-emitting diode
(LED) light source is heat-sunk to a large insulated thermal
mass to give it a thermal time constant >5000 s.

III. DEVICE IMPLEMENTATION

Our multi-slit autocollimator (see Figures 2 and 3) is built
from extruded 6061-T651 Aluminum for stability and vac-
uum compatibility. To avoid laser speckle we use a 660 nm
Superbright LED (ThorLabs: M660F1) as a light source, cou-
pled into a multimode optical fiber with a 400 µm core di-
ameter and 0.38 NA (ThorLabs: M28L02). We use an array
of 38 slits, with a missing peak in the center, made using a
chrome photomask on quartz glass [see Figure 4]. Each slit is
145 µm wide and the spacing between the slits is 145 µm. All
optics, except for the photomask, are anti-reflection coated to
reduce reflections which might interfere with the final image.
A beamstop made from stacked razor blades is installed op-
posite the light source to absorb light transmitted through the
50-50 beamsplitter.12 Fixed target noise tests were done with
the reference and target mirrors held against a 1.2 cm thick
solid square Invar frame that inclines the target mirror by 1◦

with respect to the reference mirror.

FIG. 3. The multi-slit autocollimator, during in-air noise runs. Foam shield-
ing, used to stabilize temperature and eliminate air currents, removed for
picture.

FIG. 4. The array of slits used in the autocollimator.

For autocollimation, the slits are positioned such that the
path length from the slits to the collimating lens is one focal
length. Similarly, the CCD is positioned at one focal length
from the collimating lens; the CCD holder was shimmed for
small position adjustments. The autocollimator is read out
with a Mightex TCN-1209-U line camera modified to sepa-
rate the CCD from the readout electronics. The camera uses
a 28.6 mm long Toshiba 1209DG 12-bit linear CCD with
2048 14 µm square pixels operated at a rate of 3300 frames/s.
A high frame rate allows for differential subtraction of
common-mode high-frequency noise and prevents aliasing.

IV. IMAGE PROCESSING

The patterns reflected from the reference and target mir-
rors are imaged onto the linear CCD and used to read out the
autocollimator. The patterns are images of the array of slits
[see Figure 5]. The technique used in the MSA reported by
Cowsik et al. and early versions of our software was to find
the centroid of each peak and average the centroid locations
to calculate the position of each pattern.4 This method has the
advantage of being simple and works well for many appli-
cations, however, there are disadvantages for high sensitivity
and low frequency measurements. The CCD pixels were mea-
sured to be both nonlinear and noisy at low intensity. A cen-
troid algorithm weights all pixels equally, therefore, increased
noise in the low intensity pixels obscures the better sensitiv-
ity available from the higher intensity pixels. In addition, our
centroid algorithm used thresholds to identify peaks and was
therefore sensitive to the particular choices of threshold val-
ues and to intensity fluctuations that cause pixels to cross the
threshold, introducing low frequency noise. We developed a
new data processing algorithm to reduce these effects. Our al-
gorithm identifies peaks by finding local maxima and fits each
peak with a Gaussian function [see Figure 6]. This algorithm
takes the logarithm of each peak and fits a quadratic function
with weighted ordinary least squares.

We perform this fit using a custom variation of the or-
dinary least squares routine from the GNU Scientific Library
(function name: gsl_multifit_wlinear) which we op-
timized for speed to give a single peak fit rate faster than

Arp et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 84, 095007 (2013) 

Slit array

https://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.4821653
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Sensitivity in LHO

14

Ground tilt during 20-30 mph winds

20

High coherence 
between ground 
seismometer  and 
BRS

Ground tilt during low wind speeds

19

Ground tilt during low wind speeds

19

Quiet day

・Above 30 mHz BRS 

spectrum is limited by 
sensor noise

Venkateswara, LIGO-G1600451

Windy day

・BRS spectrum seems to 

measure ground tilt up 
to 2Hz

Either quiet or windy day, 
subtraction to tilt coupling 
seems to work well

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1600451
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Sensitivity in LLOFirst LLO BRS spectrum (LLO corner station)

- Both BRS see same 
level of tilt
 

- Quiet spectra assumed 
to be instrument noise 
(not coherent with 
STS)

26

BRSs in LLO at 
Input X/Y

・With high speed 

they could see 
ground tilt


・With low speed 
the spectra are 
limited by 
sensor noise

15

Pele&Ross, LIGO-G1801687

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1801687
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Contribution to Duty Cycle
・ Improvement in duty cycle in O2


‣ Possible to lock even in high wind speed


‣ ~8% increase in overall duty cycle


‣ GW160104 was detected with 20 mph (9m/s) wind speed

16
LIGO-G09xxxxx-v1

Form F0900041-v1

BRS Effects on O2 

BRS plus lots of 
control improvements
Significant increase 
ability to be locked at 
high wind speeds
~8% increase in 
overall duty cycle
Jan 4th BBH detection 
took place during 20 
mph winds at LHO

7

34 

BRS enabled here Y-arm 
locked! 

40 mph winds!! 

Y-arm unable to be locked 

Venkateswara, LIGO-G1701922

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1701922
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Next Plan: Compact BRS
Compact BRS (cBRS)

・Compact design (~30cm)

・ Interferometric readout

・Vacuum compatible

・Lower coupling to gravity gradients


・

17

is limited by the lever arm (focus of the lens), shot noise and electronic noise. An inter-
ferometric readout can potentially be far more sensitive while also being compact. Inter-
ferometric sensors traditionally suffer from non-linearity and small dynamic range, which can
be improved by employing piezo-translation stages and feedback.

5.1. Interferometric readout

There are several options for an interferometric angle readout [25, 26]. We opted for a fiber
interferometer [27] due to it is simple setup, reduced alignment sensitivity due to a short
working distance, and good sensitivity.

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the setup. A 10 mW, 1300 nm distributed
feedback laser is split into two parts by a fiber-optic splitter. These two light sources then
form two independent interferometric sensors. In each sensor, the light first encounters a three
port, fiber-optic circulator which allows light to travel in the direction indicated and has 50 dB
attenuation in other directions. The light then enters the sensor-head, which consists of a 50-
50 beam-splitter coated fiber-optic cable and a collimating lens placed one focal length away.
The sensor-head is mounted on a custom-made flexure-translation stage, driven by a piezo-
electric stack, capable of moving 0–11 μm with a drive of 0–100 V.

Half of the light is reflected back down the cable, whereas half exits the fiber, is colli-
mated and falls on a mirror mounted on one end of the beam-balance. The reflected beam then
returns through the collimating lens and is focused back onto the fiber tip. The fiber tip and
the mirror form a low-finesse Fabry–Perot cavity and produce an interference pattern at the
photodiode, which is a sensitive measure of the separation between the sensor head and the

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the interferometric tiltmeter system.

Class. Quantum Grav. 33 (2016) 234001 J Harms and K Venkateswara

11

Figure 6. Picture of compact BRS.

Figure 7. Ground tilt measurement at the UW lab. As before the two interferometer
signals and their sum and difference are shown. In this case, the two interferometer
signals have very similar magnitude but the opposite phase as one would expect for a
real angle. The sum signal measures the average cavity length, which is insensitive to
tilt but sensitive to the frequency noise of the laser. The ‘diff’ signal represents the floor
tilt, which is fairly large in the lab. The sum signal divided by 10 is shown as a
conservative estimate of the frequency noise suppression.

Class. Quantum Grav. 33 (2016) 234001 J Harms and K Venkateswara

13

Harms & Venkateswara, CQG, 33 234001 (2016)

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0264-9381/33/23/234001
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NE building

The 2 sensors are fully operational in
North End Building
(tiltmeter since June 12, PLI since August 13) 

Tiltmeter is an rotational sensor to monitor the inclination 
of the ground along a given direction over time.

The tiltmeter is positioned and oriented to be 
mainly sensible to ground tilts along the 
direction of the North Arm.
PLI is oriented to have one coordinate measuring 
tilts along the direction of the North Arm, while 
the other coordinate is perpendicular to it.

• Virgo-Napoli group installed 1 tiltmeter in Virgo
• A collaboration was established between CERN-JINR-

INFN to install 1 Precision Laser Inclinometer (PLI) device 
in Virgo

2

Tiltmeters in advVirgo
Two types of tiltmeters are installed at NE:

18

・Tiltmeter (I don’t know its actual name)


‣ BRS-like tiltmeter


‣ Read by an optical lever and an 
interferometer

・Precision Laser Inclinometer (PLI)


‣Make use of horizontality of liquid


‣Measure tilt of liquid 

surface by an optical lever

Tiltmeter

PLI

Errico, LIGO-G1901629

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1901629
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Virgo-NA Tiltmeter
・Developed by Virgo-Napoli group

・Basically, the configuration is almost the same as BRS in LIGO

・Difference

๏ Readout scheme


‣ Optical lever


‣ Interferometer

๏ Feedback


‣ UGF: 200 mHz

19

Its mechanical design is very similar to LIGO tiltmeters (Venkateswara et al., 2014).
We have joints with a different shape (easier to machine for us).

Virgo-NA 
tiltmeter & joints

LIGO 
tiltmeter & joints

5
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Virgo-NA Tiltmeter

20

How it is and how it will be

14

How it is and how it will be

14
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Sensitivity at Low Frequency

・For now the sensitivity is not enough to measure ground tilt 
motion below 100 mHz even windy condition


・Limited by actuator noise?

21

Response of accelerometers and our tiltmeter during ordinary conditions
SA-accelerometers have been used to reconstruct ground angular motion. 

The reconstructed tilt has been compared with the one measured by our tiltmeter.

• Below 100 mHz tiltmeter sensitivity is always limited by other noise sources;
• Above 100 mHz transversal accelerations (‘fake tilts’) are highly rejected;
• At 100 mHz tiltmeter sensitivity is sufficient to detect tilts only in high-wind conditions (acc/g @ 100 mHz is a real tilt).

coherence ∼ 0.2
but coupling ∼ 2e-3

coherence ∼ 0.2
coupling ∼ 1

LOW WIND HIGH WIND

10
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Sensitivity above 1 Hz

22

Some measurements between 3 - 30 Hz (Newonian Noise frequencies):
similar to the same measurement in LIGO

@ 30 Hz and above: ∼ 5 ⋅ 10−11 𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝐻𝑧

Close to the sensitivity required for 
NN studies. Some structures in this 

region are due to mechanical 
vibrations of the vacuum chamber. 

tilt ASD measured by ITF
tilt ASD measured by OL

12

ra
d/

sq
rt

(H
z)An upper limit to ITF sensitivity:

Measurement performed in Virgo:
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Response to Seismic Waves

・Have potential to see NN due to Rayleigh wave 
23

P waves S waves surface waves

pre-/during P waves pre-/during S waves

Response of accelerometers and our tiltmeter during an earthquake (Japan, 2019/06/18)
Different wave types should be seen in different ways in accelerometers/tiltmeter.

Our tiltmeter responded mainly to those waves that tilted the ground 
(as a tiltmeter should do).

9
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Precision Laser Inclinometer
・Developed by a group in CERN and JINR (Russia)

・Measure beam tilt reflected from liquid surface by an optical lever


‣ No translational coupling


‣ Possible to measure 2 DoF of tilt motion

24

5/22

θ 2θ

θ

Horizontal position
Inclined position

Laser

Quadrant Photodiode

Laser beam

Cuvette with liquid

¾ The laser beam reflects from the liquid surface.

¾ The reflected beam is registered by a position-sensitive quadrant photodetector.

¾ When the cuvette is tilted by an angle θ, due to the horizontal nature of the liquid surface, the

reflected beam changes its angular position by 2θ.

¾ The spot of the reflected laser beam changes its position on the quadrant photodetector.

The operating principle of precision laser inclinometer

NEW TRENDS IN HIGH-ENRGY PHYSICS  2018

Liquid surface keeps horizontal

due to earth’s gravity

Measure laser inclination

by a optical lever

https://indico-test.jinr.ru/event/410/contributions/3014/ 

https://indico-test.jinr.ru/event/410/contributions/3014/
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Precision Laser Inclinometer

25

Professional Precision Laser Inclinometer (Stage 2)

May 2018

4/22

NEW TRENDS IN HIGH-ENRGY PHYSICS  2018

Scheme of the Professional Precision Laser Inclinometer

� The laser beam reflected from liquid is directed to the photodetector QPR1.
� The reference beam reflected from the prism surface is directed to QPR2 and 

used for the registration of the noise wandering of laser beam.

8/22

ADC

PC

Collimator / Lens

Positioners

Mirror

Fiber Optic Vacuum Feedthrough

Electrical Vacuum
Feedthrough

Vacuum chamberThe Sensitive element of PPLI

Prizm

The Cuvette with liquid

QPR1

QPR2

The laser beams from
the prism faces

The laser beam
from the liquid

Single-mode Laser Source

K

Optical fiber

The vacuum sensor

NEW TRENDS IN HIGH-ENRGY PHYSICS  2018
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Sensitivity of PLI

26

Effect of the wind: on PLI

19

NS direction

EW direction

• NS coordinate, aligned as the laser beam and the Napoli’s tiltmeter
• EW coordinate, orthogonal to NS

Quadrant photodiode

・Much more sensitive than tiltmeter

・Discrepancy btw results from BRS (too small?)
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Response to Earth Quake

27

Several tiny earthquakes: examples

17

105 km from Virgo
MW = 3.7
Clear arrival of P waves 
after ~ 20 s
Comparison with Napoli’s 
tiltmeter and seismometer 
in NEB
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Advanced Low Frequency Rotational Accelerometer 

・Developed by a group in UWA

・Plan to be installed in Gingin facility, Australia 


・The design looks similar to BRS, but many differences


‣

28
15 | 23joris.vanheijningen@uwa.edu.au

Overview: Mechanical design

FlexureReadout: Walk-off sensor

Aluminium 
bar with 2 kg 
brass ends

Soft supports
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Advanced Low Frequency Rotational Accelerometer 

・Developed by a group in UWA

・Plan to be installed in Gingin facility, Australia 


・The design looks similar to BRS, but many differences

๏ Mechanical


‣ Flexure: different shape (cross flexure)


‣ Soft supports: reduction of higher frequency seismic motion

๏ Readout


‣Walk-off sensor: amplification of angular response

๏ DoF


‣ Operation in horizontal and 

vertical direction

29
15 | 23joris.vanheijningen@uwa.edu.au

Overview: Mechanical design

FlexureReadout: Walk-off sensor

Aluminium 
bar with 2 kg 
brass ends

Soft supports
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Cross Flexure Design
・4 identical 5 degree flexures


‣ 10 µm thick, 200 µm long


‣ Resonant frequency: 10 mHz

・ It allows to operate in both horizontal and Vertical mounting

30

6 | 13Joshua.mccann@research.uwa.edu.au

Cross flexure design 

• Creates a cross flexure for vertical and horizontal 
mounting

• 10um thick, 200um long
• To meet goal of 10mHz resonant frequency
• Future plan to use amorphous metal

• 4 identical 45 degree 
aluminium  flexures, 2 
flipped 

20 | 23joris.vanheijningen@uwa.edu.au

Cross flexure design

ØCreates a cross flexure for vertical and horizontal 
mounting

Ø10 μm thick, 200 μm long
ØTo meet goal of 10 mHz resonant frequency
Ø Future plan to use amorphous metal

Ø4 identical 45 degree aluminium  
flexures, 2 flipped
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Soft Supports
・Reduce higher frequency seismic 

motion in x, y, and z direction

・Eddy current damping for each 

DoF

31
21 | 23joris.vanheijningen@uwa.edu.au

Soft supports

ØMonolithic seismic isolation
ØDesigned to reduce higher 

frequency seismic motion causing 
low frequency tilt motion via 
second order effects

Ø Isolates X, Y and Z degrees of 
freedom

ØDouble hinged flap design
ØEddy current damping for each DoF

Magnet
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Walk-off Sensor
・Laser bounces btw two mirrors → angular response is multiplied

・Knife edge: beam reflects away from the prism, then we can take 

Ids far away from ALFRA to reduce thermal dissipation

32
17 | 23joris.vanheijningen@uwa.edu.au

Knife Edge

Bar Mirror

ALFRA bar

PD

PD

Difference

Laser

Optical readout: Walk-off sensor
Ø Laser bounces between two mirrors 

in parabolic shape

Ø Angle change between mirrors can 
be detected by laser position change 
on a knife edge

Ø The bounces amplify the angular 
sensitivity

Ground Mirror

18 | 23joris.vanheijningen@uwa.edu.au

Walk-off sensor (WOS) design and build

Collimator 
holders

Knife Edge

Ground
mirror

Bar mirror

Assembled WOS

Height 
adjustment
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Sensitivity of Walk-off Sensor

・Even in air the sensitivity reaches to 10-9 rad/√Hz

・Below 10 mHz intensity fluctuation is dominant

33

Review of
Scientific Instruments ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/rsi

FIG. 9. Measured noise budget shows a comparison of measured noise sources,
calculated shot noise, and the averaged sensitivity of the WOS with 30 bounces
in air.

This was mitigated by using a fiber coupled laser and collimators.
However, the use of fiber comes with the additional noise source of
cladding modes. This was mitigated by the standard technique of
coiling the fiber cables to disperse the cladding modes before they
reach the output.

Intensity noise was also seen in the WOS and as detailed ear-
lier was somewhat reduced by a simple feedback control. The cal-
culated effect of the remaining intensity noise is shown in Fig. 9.
The effect of the intensity noise was calculated by first measuring
the intensity noise of the laser with both control loops on. Since
the position control keeps the common mode rejection ratio CMRR
at its maximum, the effect of the intensity noise according to the

specifications of the PDB450A should be reduced by approximately−55 dB. It can be seen that the intensity noise may still be affecting
the sensitivity around 15 mHz and below, and this will be addressed
in Sec. VI. Some of the more difficult noise sources to distinguish
include air currents, air pressure, and thermal effects. An attempt to
minimize these effects was made by the use of a thermal insulation
box which was placed over the experiment. However, no noticeable
improvement was seen, and as expected the most suitable option
to reduce these noise sources requires the WOS to be installed in
a vacuum. This will be discussed further in Sec. VI. The electronic
noise was also measured by blocking light to the PDs. This and the
calculated shot noise are also shown in Fig. 9.

VI. FUTURE WORK
The first improvement necessary for sensitivity improvement

is to put the sensor and the tiltmeter into a vacuum. This would
remove air current and air pressure noise while significantly decreas-
ing thermal drift noise. As stated in Sec. III, the sensitivity of the
WOS is affected by the reflectivity of the mirrors and the number of
bounces. The purchase of higher reflectivity mirrors and optimizing
the number of bounces would both help to improve the sensitiv-
ity. The intensity noise shown in Fig. 9 is currently an issue below
15 mHz and will most likely become an issue at higher frequencies
once the setup is in a vacuum. This noise can be further reduced
by increasing the feedback gain through alternative servo electron-
ics. This noise could also be mitigated by purchasing a laser with
lower intensity noise, although this option is less cost effective. As
the noisefloor is reduced further by the methods detailed above, the

FIG. 10. WOS mechanical design for the
UWA tiltmeter currently under construc-
tion. Views clockwise from top left: top,
isometric, front, and back.

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 90, 045005 (2019); doi: 10.1063/1.5088733 90, 045005-5

Published under license by AIP Publishing

McCann et al., Rev. Sci. 90, 045005 (2019) 

https://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.5088733
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Future Plan
・Components are gathering

・Assembly has began

34 22 | 23joris.vanheijningen@uwa.edu.au

Progress photos
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Tiltmeter for AVIT
・Pendulum type

・Readout by optical levers

・We can measure 3 DoFs (Pitch, Roll, Yaw)

35
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Comparison of Tiltmeters

36
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Application to KAGRA
・Are tiltmeter necessary for KAGRA?

๏ Reduction of tilt-to-translational coupling


‣ If we use strain meter to reduce RMS in low frequency, tilt 
meters is not necessary for this purpose

◦ In fact, strain meter exists only X arm

◦ For Y arm tiltmeter is effective?


‣ KAGRA is underground. Does seismic tilt motion get noisy due 
to high speed wind?

◦ Depends on the coupling path


๏ Newtonian noise reduction


‣ Repeatedly, KAGRA is underground. Situation is different from 
aLIGO & advVirgo. I’m not sure what kind of seismic wave is 
dominant in KAGRA…

◦ If S wave is dominant, tiltmeter couldn’t measure it so 

sensitively as P or Rayleigh wave.
37
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Summary
・Tiltmeter is hot

・There are two kinds of motivation for tiltmeter


‣ Low frequency RMS


‣ Newtonian noise

・For 3G detectors, tiltmeters will be necessary to increase 

sensitivity at low frequency. But for even 2G detectors, tiltmeters 
are useful for making detectors more robust.


・Fortunately there seems to exsist room to compete with others


・How about joining the race?

38


